How does an electron get from one metal to another? This might be a more difficult task than it seems. In biochemistry, an electron may need to be transferred a considerable distance. Often, when the transfer occurs between two metals, the metal ions may be constrained in particular binding sites within a protein, or even in two different proteins.

That means the electron must travel through space to reach its destination. Its ability to do so is generally limited to just a few Angstroms (remember, an Angstrom is roughly the distance of a bond). Still, it can react with something a few bond lengths away. Most things need to actually bump into a partner before they can react with it.

This long distance hop is called an outer sphere electron transfer. The two metals react without ever contacting each other, without getting into each others' coordination spheres. Of course, there are limitations to the distance involved, and the further away the metals, the less likely the reaction. But an outer sphere electron transfer seems a little magical.

Barrier to Reaction: A Qualitative Picture of Marcus Theory

So, what holds the electron back? What is the barrier to the reaction?

Rudy Marcus at Caltech has developed a mathematical approach to understanding the kinetics of electron transfer, in work he did beginning in the late 1950's. We will take a very qualitative look at some of the ideas in what is referred to as "Marcus Theory". 

An electron is small and very fast. All those big, heavy atoms involved in the picture are lumbering and slow. The barrier to the reaction has little to do with the electron's ability to whiz around, although even that is limited by distance. Instead, it has everything to do with all of those things that are barely moving compared to the electron.

Imagine an iron(II) ion is passing an electron to an iron(III) ion. After the electron transfer, they have switched identities; the first has become an iron(III) and the second has become an iron(II) ion.

Nothing could be simpler. The trouble is, there are big differences between an iron(II) ion and an iron(III) ion. For example,
in a coordination complex, they have very different bond distances. Why is that a problem? Because when the electron hops, the two iron atoms find themselves in sub-optimal coordination environments.

Problem RO8.1.

Suppose an electron is transferred from an Fe(II) to a Cu(II) ion. Describe how the bond lengths might change in each case, and why. Don't worry about what the specific ligands are.

Problem RO8.2.

In reality, a bond length is not static. If there is a little energy around, the bond can lengthen and shorten a little bit, or vibrate. A typical graph of molecular energy vs. bond length is shown below.

1. Why do you think energy increases when the bond gets shorter than optimal?
2. Why do you think energy increases when the bond gets longer than optimal?
3. In the following drawings, energy is being added as we go from left to right. Describe what is happening to the bond length as available energy increases.

Problem RO8.3.

The optimum C-O bond length in a carbon dioxide molecule is 1.116 Å. Draw a graph of what happens to internal energy when this bond length varies between 1.10 Å and 1.20 Å. Don't worry about quantitative labels on the energy axis.
Problem RO8.4.

The optimum O-C-O bond angle in a carbon dioxide molecule is 180 °. Draw a graph of what happens to internal energy when this bond angle varies between 170 ° and 190 °. Don't worry about quantitative labels on the energy axis.

The barrier to electron transfer has to do with reorganizations of all those big atoms before the electron makes the jump. In terms of the coordination sphere, those reorganizations involve bond vibrations, and bond vibrations cost energy. Outside the coordination sphere, solvent molecules have to reorganize, too. Remember, ion stability is highly influenced by the surrounding medium.

Problem RO8.5.

Draw a Fe(II) ion and a Cu(II) ion with three water molecules located somewhere in between them. Don't worry about the ligands on the iron or copper. Show how the water molecules might change position or orientation if an electron is transferred from iron to copper.

Thus, the energetic changes needed before electron transfer can occur involve a variety of changes, including bond lengths of several ligands, bond angles, solvent molecules, and so on. The whole system, involving both metals, has some optimum set of positions of minimum energy. Any deviations from those positions requires added energy. In the following energy diagram, the x axis no longer defines one particular parameter. Now it lumps all changes in the system onto one axis. This picture is a little more abstract than when we are just looking at one bond length or one bond angle, but the concept is similar: there is an optimum set of positions for the atoms in this system, and it would require an input of energy in order to move any of them move away from their optimum position.

It is thought that these kinds of reorganizations -- involving solvent molecules, bond lengths, coordination geometry and so on -- actually occur prior to electron transfer. They happen via random motions of the molecules involved. However, once they have happened, there is nothing to hold the electron back. Its motion is so rapid that it can immediately find itself on the other atom before anything has a chance to move again.

Consequently, the barrier to electron transfer is just the amount of energy needed for all of those heavy atoms to get to some set of coordinates that would be accessible in the first state, before the electron is transferred, but that would also be accessible in the second state, after the electron is transferred.
Problem RO8.6.

Describe some of the changes that contribute to the barrier to electron transfer in the following case.

In the drawing below, an electron is transferred from one metal to another metal of the same kind, so the two are just switching oxidation states. For example, it could be an iron(II) and an iron(III), as pictured in the problem above. In the blue state, one iron has the extra electron, and in the red state it is the other iron that has the extra electron. The energy of the two states are the same, and the reduction potential involved in this transfer is zero. However, there would be some atomic reorganizations needed to get the coordination and solvation environments adjusted to the electron transfer. The ligand atoms and solvent molecules have shifted in the change from one state to another, and so our energy surfaces have shifted along the x axis to reflect that reorganization.

That example isn't very interesting, because we don't form anything new on the product side. Instead, let's picture an electron transfer from one metal to a very different one. For example, maybe the electron is transferred from cytochrome c to the "copper A" center in cytochrome c oxidase, an important protein involved in respiratory electron transfer.
Problem RO8.7.

In the drawing above, some water molecules are included between the two metal centres.

1. Explain what happens to the water molecules in order to allow electron transfer to occur, and why.
2. Suppose there were a different solvent, other than water, between the complexes. How might that affect the barrier to the reaction?

The energy diagram for the case involving two different metals is very similar, except that now there is a difference in energy between the two states. The reduction potential is no longer zero. We'll assume the reduction potential is positive, and so the free energy change is negative. Energy goes down upon electron transfer.

---

Energy

Coordination & Solvation Changes

---

Compare this picture to the one for the degenerate case, when the electron is just transferred to a new metal of the same type. A positive reduction potential (or a negative free energy change) has the effect of sliding the energy surface for the red state downwards. As a result, the intersection point between the two surfaces also slides downwards. Since that is the point at which the electron can slide from one state to the other, the barrier to the reaction decreases.

What would happen if the reduction potential were even more positive? Let's see in the picture below.
The trend continues. According to this interpretation of the kinetics of electron transfer, the more exothermic the reaction, the lower its barrier will be. It isn't always the case that kinetics tracks along with thermodynamics, but this might be one of them.

But is all of this really true? We should take a look at some experimental data and see whether it truly works this way.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxidant</th>
<th>E°</th>
<th>k (M⁻¹s⁻¹) (margin of error shown in parentheses)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co(diene)(NH₃)₂³⁺</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>3.0(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co(diene)H₂O)NCS²⁺</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>11(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co(diene)(H₂O)₂³⁺</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>800(100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co(EDTA)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>6000(1000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the reduction potential becomes more positive, free energy gets more negative, and the rate of the reaction dramatically increases. So far, Marcus theory seems to get things right.

Problem RO8.8.

1. Plot the data in the above table.
3. Plot rate constant versus free energy change. How does this graph compare to the first one?

Marcus Inverted Region

When you look a little closer at Marcus theory, though, things get a little strange. Suppose we make one more change and see what happens when the reduction potential becomes even more positive.

So, if Marcus is correct, at some point as the reduction potential continues to get more positive, reactions start to slow down again. They don't just reach a maximum rate and hold steady at that plateau; the barrier gets higher and higher and
the reactions get slower and slower. If you feel a little skeptical about that, you're in good company.

Marcus always maintained that this phenomenon was a valid aspect of the theory, and not just some aberration that should be ignored. The fact that nobody had ever actually observed such a trend didn't bother him. The reason we didn't see this kind of thing, he said, was that we just hadn't developed technology that was good enough to measure these kind of rates accurately.

But technology did catch up. Just take a look at the following data (from Miller, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1984, 3047).

Don't worry that there are no metals involved anymore. An electron transfer is an electron transfer. Here, an electron is sent from the aromatic substructure on the right to the substructure on the left. By varying the part on the left, we can adjust the reduction potential (or the free energy change, as reported here.

Problem RO8.9.

1. Plot the data in the above table.
2. How would you describe the relationship?

As the reaction becomes more exergonic, the rate increases, but then it hits a maximum and decreases again. Data like this means that the "Marcus Inverted Region" is a real phenomenon. Are you convinced? So were other people. In 1992, Marcus was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for this work.

Problem RO8.10.

Take a look at the donor/acceptor molecule used in Williams' study, above. a) Why do you suppose the free energy change is pretty small for the first three compounds in the table? b) Why does the free energy change continue to get bigger over the last three compounds in the table?

Problem RO8.11.

The rates of electron transfer between cobalt complexes of the bidentate bipyridyl ligand, Co(bipy)_3^{n+}, are strongly
dependent upon oxidation state in the redox pair. Electron transfer between Co(I)/Co(II) occurs with a rate constant of about \(10^9 \text{ M}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}\), whereas the reaction between Co(II)/Co(III) species proceeds with \(k = 18 \text{ M}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}\).

1. What geometry is adopted by these complexes?
2. Are these species high spin or low spin?
3. Draw d orbital splitting diagrams for each complex.
4. Explain why electron transfer is so much more facile for the Co(I)/Co(II) pair than for the Co(II)/Co(III) pair.

---
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